DISHWASHER INSTRUCTIONS

1. TURN ON POWER AT THE BEGINNING OF SOCIAL HOUR OR 15 MINUTES
BEFORE USE: Turn on the green POWER ON/OFF button and close dishwasher door. (Take
away wooden block that may be propping it open.) The machine takes 15-20 minutes to heat up
water, then each load takes only a few minutes.


Dishwashing liquid is dispensed automatically. Do not do anything with soap.

2. THE FIRST LOAD
Wait until TEMPGUARD light is on, indicating water is heated.
1. Prepare and load the cup racks: place rack over the sink, turn the cups upside down.
Slide the rack(s) into the machine. You can wash a maximum of 2 racks per load if
washing just cups. If washing plates, wash only one rack per load. (No plastics.)
2. Press and briefly hold down the CYCLE START button – it will light up. The
complete cycle is 4 minutes. (The first cycle may take a little longer.)
3. Cycle is done when the CYCLE START light goes off. As you unload, tilt rack slightly
to drain excess water. (There is no dry cycle.)
4. Transfer racks to dry on the cart (or counter top), on which a terry cloth towel has been
placed. Use a dish cloth to blot the excess water on top of the cups. Racks can be stacked.
Do not put racks in closet while dishes are still wet. (Black terry towels are in one of the
drawers near the dishwasher.)

3. ADDITIONAL LOADS: CAN BE DONE WHEN CYCLE START LIGHT IS OFF.
When CYCLE START light has gone off, reload racks, then press and briefly hold down
CYCLE START button, repeating steps 2-4.

4. !!!!! CLEAN-UP and SHUT-DOWN!!!!!
1. TURN OFF THE MACHINE by pressing the green POWER ON/OFF button.
2. Open the door and remove the 6-inch plastic grey tube/standpipe at the center of the
bottom (in the water). Lift this out & place on sink.
3. Close the door, then press firmly & release the ORANGE drain button. (Light comes on
& pump will run for about 2 min.) Probably need to do this twice to drain all the water.
4. Reinsert the grey standpipe. Wipe residue at bottom of dishwasher with clean dry cloth.
5. Open door slightly to vent (use wooden block on handle to prop door open).
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